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Horsecollar Made by Lincoln

A Lincoln Relic.

A wooden horse collar said to

have been made by Abraham
Lincoln was recently left at the

office of County Clerk John J.

Kelly where it is now on

exhibition. It is the only one

of the kind ever seen here and

is a most interesting relic.

The collar, made by hand, is

in good condition. Its age,

however, is apparent, and it

also shows that it has been used

a great deal. The manner in

which the iron hames are

attached and the way the collar

fastens disclose that the maker
had rare talent along that

particular line of endeavor. In

fact, viewed in every way, it is

an unusual piece of workman-
ship.

The collar has been in

possession of a citizen who
lives in the western part of this

county for more than sixty

years. This citizen, now well

up in the 70's, says that it was
given to his father by Lincoln

when they were residents of

Larue county. They were
youths at the time and were
close friends. The owner, who
prefers that his name not be

mentioned, has made an
affidavit before a Notary that

he has often heard his father

say the collar was made and
given to him by Lincoln.
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ABE LINCOLN'S GRUB HOOK
/7tt

PETERSBURG, 111. — Substantial

evidence that Abraham Lincoln did not
develop a strong back entirely by split-
ting: rails during: his early manhood
at Old Salem has been unearthed near
the very spot where he devoted part
of his time selling tea and tobacco in
the little Offutt store.
A. A. Bradley of Petersburg is ready

to prove that "Honest Abe" also grub-
bed a few stumps to aid his fellow
townsmen clean up the settlement.
To back up his claim Mr. Bradley

exhibits an old mattock with the ini-
tials "A. L." plainly "branded" into the
tool. No argument can convince him
jr other Petersburg citizens that the
instrument did not belong to Abe Lin-
coln. It is on exhibition here as the
latest acquisition to the collection of
Lincoln relics.

Showing a visitor over the site of
Old Salem, which is being rehabilitat-
ed by the state, Mr. Bradley noticed a
peculiar piece of iron protruding from
the ground. When he kicked it loose
it proved to be a tool used for grub-
bing. Without giving it much ex-

\ amination he tossed it into his auto-
mobile and took it home. Later in
looking at the instrument he discov-
ered the initials.

The place where the mattock was
|

found is only a few yards from the i

spot where the Offutt store once stood.
Lincoln clerked there in 1831. Buried

|

Cor close to ninety years, the tool was
turned up by recent excavations, it is

believed.
The "grub hook" is made of good \

steel and rings true as a bell when
!

struck with another piece of metal.
The initials are believed to be the
handiwork of a village blacksmith
whose shop was one of the favorite
gathering places of the early inhabit-
ants of Old Salem.
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